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Strategies in
a changing market…

Demand for continued expansion is still robust,

with 71% of our respondents

indicating that they have

“aggressive” expansion plans for the year.

Retailers are increasingly focused on core locations,

with 95% of respondents concentrating

on established locations

and only 15% willing to consider emerging areas.

Online retail sales reached

RMB1.3 trillion in 2012,

accounting for roughly 6.2% of total retail

sales and growing at 66.2% per year.



Executive
summary

The China market, while becoming more and more difficult to 

operate in, is still one of the – if not the – most energetic and 

vibrant markets in the world. Retailers, used to opening stores and 

automatically seeing revenues and profits rise supported by 

increasing consumption, are having to become smarter, more 

competitive and more strategic  to maintain growth and profitability 

in the face of a slowing market. Previously, business plans entailed 

planting more flags on the map and grabbing as much market 

share as possible, now they prove much more diverse and 

nuanced; sometimes the correct strategy is not to always increase 

store numbers but to increase sales in existing locations while 

closing less profitable ones. This, while a common experience in 

the more mature western markets, is something little known of in 

China and something retailers will have to get used to.

China is still growing, revenues are still increasing and, for the 

retailers who are smart and adopt the right development plan, 

profits are still rising.

Increasing austerity and an anti-corruption campaign 

have dented the performance of the luxury sector. 

Affordable luxury is recording growth on the back of 

a growing young affluent class.

Fashion retailers are taking a range of approaches to 

the slowdown, including the expansion of store 

numbers in lower tier cities through franchises and 

consolidating stores in key cities to larger flagship 

stores.

F&B operators recorded satisfactory growth through 

the expansion of outlets. While immune to e-retail, 

operators are plagued by rising fixed costs.

Sportswear retailers have proven more resilient than 

previously expected following the approaches 

adopted by fashion retailers.

Lifestyle & entertainment operators are benefing from 

the emerging middle class, rising disposable 

incomes and the increasing emphasis which is being 

placed on services.
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China’s retail market is changing, slowing and becoming more 

competitive and complex. As economic growth rates start to fall 

so have retail sales growth rates, with many sectors recording 

nominal growth rates of around 10%, close to the levels last 

seen in 2005 to 2006, which is roughly 5 to 10 percentage 

points (ppts) lower than two to three years ago. In addition to 

this, very few people forecast that growth rates will pick-up 

substantially over the next five years, with the economy and the 

retail market expected to experience a phase of slower growth.

However, the market is still a land of opportunity for many 

retailers, and while some retailers have well established market 

share, customer loyalty for certain sectors is still up for grabs. 

Mature selected brands are looking to cement their positions in 

leading cities while continuing their expansion into lower tier 

cities. Meanwhile, new international brands are establishing a 

presence in the first-tier cities of Beijing and Shanghai.

Savills latest retailer survey of around 100 retailers finds that 

many retailers are still positive on the China market and still have 

ambitious growth plans. Indeed, 71% of our respondents 

indicate that they maintain “aggressive” plans for expansion in 

2013. Fashion retailers on the whole are more interested in 

opening large-scale flagship stores with improved designs in key 

cities, while remaining cautious of opening directly owned stores 

in lower tier cities. More emphasis is given to store management 

in existing locations. As prime rental rates in China’s leading 

cities remain firm, retailers are trying to control other costs to 

further improve business profitability while sustaining and 

growing revenues.

Figure 1: Development stages of the retail sector in the China market

Source: Savills Research
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As sales growth slows, retailers have increasingly focused on 

more core locations, with a strong emphasis on “primacy of 

core locations”. Eighty-four percent of respondents are 

focusing on first-tier cities while 95% of respondents are 

focusing on established locations and only 15% are will ing to 

consider more emerging areas. Only 8% of fashion retailers 

are considering emerging locations, and this will depend 

heavily upon the individual project and landlord background. 

Many luxury and sports retailers have temporarily halted 

direct-owned store openings in such locations. Such 

strategies are likely to bring more pressure on new projects in 

suburban locations. Landlords of projects in these locations 

will most likely have to fall back on strong retail brand names 

from other categories such as F&B or lifestyle to occupy the 

premium units and drive increased footfall and project 

attractiveness.

The F&B sector was one of the best performing sectors in 

2012 while lifestyle retailers are the most aggressive for the 

year ahead. The story is more complex for the fashion sector: 

the luxury sector is feeling the squeeze resulting from the 

anti-corruption campaign, while mid-end or mid- to high-end 

brands are slightly better positioned.

With increasing competition from the online sales sector, 

landlords are now placing more emphasis on the retail 

environment provided to shoppers as this becomes a bigger 

differentiator and consumers place greater value on this 

factor. Increasing the allocation of space to the lifestyle 

sector, including beauty services and child-related retailers, 

may also play an important role in the success of retail projects. 

Landlords will have to continue to evolve and strengthen the 

“retail experience” of the project to attract footfall and remain 

relevant.

Source: Savills Research
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Figure 3: Outlook, 2013
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Two cities plus…
As might be expected, Shanghai and Beijing are the two cities 

which were most heavily emphasized by the respondents across 

all categories. Eighty-four percent of the retailers plan to open in 

first-tier cities, while the percentage is only 53% for second-tier 

cities and 24% for third-tier cities. 

A majority of fashion retailers who have not yet opened flagship 

stores, plan to do so in Shanghai and Beijing plus key 

second-tier cities such as Chengdu and Hangzhou. At the same 

time, some fast-fashion groups plan to enlarge store sizes from 

2,000 to 5,000 sq m in selected cities. For large retail groups, 

this 5,000-sq m store may be anchored by their leading brand 

but will also have space allocated to their other brands. 

Domestic retailers are also enlarging store sizes; previously 

stores were around 100 to 200 sq m but newer stores could be 

as large as 1,000 sq m, providing a wide range of products.  

Youngor and La Chapelle are two such examples. 

The “principal” store strategy, while more prolific in first-tier cities, 

is also being launched in a selected number of second-tier 

cities. Muji has recently opened a 1,400-sq m store at Mingde 

Plaza in Hangzhou, providing a wider range of products than 

other stores. Max Mara opened its largest China store (720 sq m)

in Chengdu.



1 China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC).

China had around 560 million netizens by the end of 2012 1 ,  

240 million of whom have shopped online in the last year, 

representing year-on-year (YoY) growth of 9.9% and 24.8% 

respectively. Online retail sales were estimated at RMB1.3 trillion 

in 2012, up 66.2% YoY and accounting for roughly 6.2% of retail 

sales in China. The faster growth of online sales has encouraged 

many retailers to establish an online platform expanding beyond 

the bricks and mortar business.

Of the five key categories surveyed, the fashion industry was the 

most heavily affected by the emergence of the now-thriving 

e-retail sector. This is particularly true for the more mass-market 

retailers; plagued with extra overheads, they are finding it 

increasingly difficult to compete with the likes of Taobao or 

Vancl. As a result, a number of brands have started to develop 

an online presence, cooperating with online service providers 

while only keeping a handful of physical stores to display their 

products.

This is not to say that mid-end and upscale international brands 

have ignored the threat (or opportunity, depending on the way 

you view it) presented by e-retail. Indeed, many have set up 

special online stores catering to Chinese consumers and 

supporting domestic courier services, while others support 

overseas shipments through their global online stores. A number 

of brands have also reported higher than forecast sales 

performances from their online sales. Nevertheless, e-retail is 

still regarded as complementing physical stores not replacing 

them. 

The emergence of e-retail in fact represents an opportunity for 

international brands, which do not wish to expand too 

aggressively into lower tier cities, to tap into these markets and 

gauge demand via online sales.

– threat or opportunity?
Online stores
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”

“E-retail can be seen as either a threat or as an opportunity. As with all new 

technologies, e-retail will most likely prove to be very disruptive. However, 

those companies, retailers and landlords which embrace these new tools 

for reaching consumers will outperform those who shun them. E-retail will not 

replace bricks and mortar business, but it will change the way that physical 

stores are perceived and used. 

James Macdonald,

Savills Head of Research, China



Luxury sales growth for a number of leading brands slowed or 

contracted in 2012. While there are still some stores set to open in 

2013, these leases were agreed and signed earlier in 2011/2012, 

with this expansion not representing current market conditions 

which are much less optimistic. A number of brands are now no 

longer looking at opening new stores in the short term and this will 

result in fewer store openings in the second half of 2013, and 

through into 2014 or until the market starts to pick-up.

Even the new stores which are scheduled to open in 2013 will 

primarily focus on first-tier and leading second-tier cities. Bottega 

Veneta, for example, is expected to open in Beijing, Shanghai 

and Hangzhou.

More retailers are instead focusing on renovating or upgrading 

existing stores, while others are considering consolidating the 

number of stores they have in China, concentrating on new 

concept flagship stores and closing smaller, less profitable stores, 

as well as some old counters in department stores.

Affordable luxury brands are beginning to find their niche within the 

market. Earlier entrants have already started to generate a decent 

market share, while there are more retailers, having seen their 

peers’ success, eager to enter the market.

Designer labels and boutique luxury retailers are latecomers to 

China’s market, having only arrived in force in 2011 and 2012. 

This rising demand has come at an opportune time for the 

market, supporting demand in first-tier and leading second-tier 

cities. In 2013, Stuart Weitzman is expected to open in Beijing, 

Shanghai and Xi’an. Neil Barrett will open in Beijing and 

Shanghai. Given these retailers’ typical approach to business, ie, 

niche and boutique, it is unlikely that these brands will move to 

lower tier cities.
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Figure 7:

What is your expansion strategy for the next 12 months?

Source: Savills Research
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Figure 4:

What is your store management plan for the next 12 months?

Source: Savills Research
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What are your key concerns for the future business?

Source: Savills Research

Figure 6:

What are the key factors to consider for expansion?
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LUXURY
… affordable luxury brands are better positioned for the current market



A sample route of a fashion brand entry  2

Market research
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The mid-end fashion sector, given its diversity, has a range of 

different responses to the evolving retail market, and as such 

is one of the more difficult categories for which to generate a 

consensus on changing approaches to the market. Some 

brands are, despite the slowing market, slowly taking back 

franchise stores in order to control or consolidate brand 

image, while others are pushing forward franchise roll out to 

lower tier cities in order to stimulate more sales.

In general, however, mid-end retailers (especially domestic 

ones) would prefer stores in primary locations in second- and 

third-tier cities over secondary or emerging locations in 

first-tier cities. Fifty-six percent of respondents are 

considering expanding to second- and/or third-tier cities, 

where rents are generally cheaper and there is less 

competition. Additionally, retailers will not need to spend as 

much on promotion or offering discounts in order to attract 

customers as they do in Beijing and Shanghai.

That is not to say it will be easy for retailers in these cities. 

Consumer tastes can vary widely from city to city, and this will 

require retailers to carry out extensive research to understand 

what approach will work best in which city or whether it is 

advisable to enter the city at all. Retailers will have a rude 

awakening if they think they can simply place merchandise on 

the shelf and it will sell. Lesser known international brands 

may find it easier in key leading cities where consumers are 

more will ing to try new things, but in lower tier cities, 

international brands are generally perceived to be of good 

quality but very expensive. Retailers positioning themselves as 

mass-market or mid-end will have to work hard in order to 

convince shoppers that their products are not much more 

expensive and are a good value proposition.

Similar to the luxury sector, fashion retailers also highly value 

a renowned landlord and the project’s standing in the market. 

Eighty-seven percent of respondents place these factors in 

their top three considerations when choosing a new store 

location. This would tend to suggest that new projects by 

lesser known developers will find it even harder to compete 

with better known developers such as China Resources and 

COFCO.

MID/MASS FASHION
…a range of different strategies but generally focused on mature locations and renowned landlords

Research

Reseller 

Flagship store
in key loctaion

Flagship

Buy back of franchises
in key mature locations
where strong sales
have been recorded

Buy back

Product distribution
through reputable reseller

Franchise
Rapid expansion of
business presence
through franchises

2 In addition to the above, retailers at any stage of their development in China
are introducing online platforms, either standalone or within a mall environment.



Eating out is an important part of social life in China, and as such 

restaurants are an indispensable component of retail centres. 

Over the past ten years, relatively low labour costs, enormous 

demand for eating outside the home and the rapid expansion of 

shopping mall space has convinced F&B operators to move from 

street-store locations into shopping malls.

The F&B sector is also evolving and diversifying, with retailers 

coming from more varied backgrounds and rolling out new 

services and store formats. Some of the larger F&B retail groups 

are developing brands targeting very different consumer groups, 

with store sizes ranging from 15 sq m (stands in a food court) to 

2,000 sq m (suitable for banquets). In the last few years, there 

has been the greater adoption of smaller stores with more 

sittings per day, rather than the larger banquet-style stores. This 

is partly due to greater austerity, especially in the wake of the 

anti-corruption campaign, but also increasing demand from a 

younger demographic, and the wish for faster food and smaller 

dining groups.

The survey shows that F&B is less 

affected than fashion in a 

slowing market for all tiers of 

restaurants. Similar to the 

fashion sector, restaurants that 

target the mass-market or 

middle-income consumers 

outperformed those positioned at 

the higher end of the market. The 

sector recorded the highest score (4.2) 

in terms of performance satisfaction, but ranked 

only third in terms of 12-month outlook.

The key priority for F&B retailers’ future operations 

is rising rental and labour costs. Some retailers, 

especially the “light” F&B segment such as coffee shops and 

dessert restaurants, are now paying similar rental levels to 

fashion retailers for the prime first-floor units in more 

decentralised shopping malls. Additionally, during the past two to 

three years, basic salaries have continued to rise rapidly. All of 

this has affected F&B retailers’ affordability.
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F&B
…strong demand, thin profit margins

Sportswear is one of the earliest arrivals to China 

compared with other retail categories. Some 

international brands have established wide 

coverage in China, with many already opening 

stores in third-tier or even fourth-tier cities. While 

there have been several news items reporting 

weak performances in the sector, our survey 

shows international brands have been 

able to weather the current slowdown 

and are still willing to continue with 

their expansion plans, while 

adjusting strategies.

Sportswear retailers are trying to 

improve their brand images or are 

developing more subsidiary brands to 

catch different groups of consumers. Some 

retailers have a full range of products including 

functional sports, trendy sports and even trendy fashion lines.

Sportswear retailers, as with the fashion industry, are also 

developing large-scale flagship stores, a strong online presence, 

as well as getting involved in social media and other marketing 

and promotional activities. Adidas Brand Center in Beijing 

Sanlitun and Shanghai Huaihai Road (M) occupies space (GFA) 

of 3,100 sq m and 2,800 sq m respectively, displaying a full 

range of products.

After the initial cohort of international brands entered 20 years 

ago, some of the more niche sports and outdoor retailers have 

started entering the market in the last two to three years. This 

trend is emerging as Chinese consumers become more mobile, 

place greater emphasis on sporting activities in their free time 

and opt for more active holidays rather than just the traditional 

resort or tourist holidays.

SPORTSWEAR
…not all doom and gloom; better than expected
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Projects in prime areas allocate a relatively small percentage of 

total space to lifestyle and entertainment retailers. However, this 

sector is proving indispensible in retail centres in non-prime 

areas, especially residential areas.

The lifestyle sector was the most aggressive sector for future 

growth in the survey. Respondents from the beauty services and 

child-related retail sectors are generally optimistic about future 

business prospects in the coming months. This sector also 

reported the most assertive future expansion plans, with 94% of 

the respondents indicating that they were implementing an 

“aggressive” expansion in the coming months.

There is plenty of potential in the lifestyle sector. The growing 

middle class in China will demand a higher standard of living, which 

will include things such as regular beauty services or health 

programmes. This demand, however, is more directly felt in more 

established retail clusters rather than suburban shopping malls. 

The one-child policy in China, along with the strong family 

structure, with high hopes placed on the next generation, has 

resulted in growing demand for child-related stores, including 

educational, clothing, as well as other miscellaneous products.

Entertainment providers, such as KTV, and cinema operators are 

generally the retail sector with the lowest affordability in shopping 

malls, but these are a necessary component in decentralised 

shopping malls. The cinema industry has developed rapidly in 

recent years, with the number of screens in China growing by 

over 40% for two consecutive years (2011 and 2012). However, 

box office revenue only increased by 30.2% in 2012, lagging 

behind that of screen numbers. The survey also shows that 

respondents plan to slow expansion plans over fears of 

increasing competition and rising costs. Two-thirds of 

respondents are concerned about competition, the highest of all 

sectors.

LIFESTYLE & 
ENTERTAINMENT

…growing to meet demand from the emerging middle class

MID/MASS
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F&B
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